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CHAIR VICTORINO: . . . (gavel) . . . Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Good morning.
CHAIR VICTORINO: The Water Resources Committee will come to order. We have a quorum in the
Chambers this morning, and I'd like to welcome all the Voting Members first if I may. I'd like
to start off with our Vice-Chair, Vice-Chair Joseph Pontanilla.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning, Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. Our esteemed colleague from Upcountry, Gladys Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. Our esteemed Member from the island of Lanai,
Sol Kaho' ohalahala. Oh, he's not here. Where did he go?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No.
CHAIR VICTORINO: He was here?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(chuckle). . .
CHAIR VICTORINO: Oh, he ran out on me, excuse me. He is here, but I will await upon his return.
Also we have our Council Chair, Council Chair Danny Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. We have our East Maui representative today, Bill Medeiros.
Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aloha and good morning.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And our Vice-Chair Michael Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good morning, Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. We...right now we'll just put Mr. Kaho' ohalahala excused for
the moment. I know he'll be in very shortly. We have one Non-Voting Member here, and I
understand he's been under the weather and we wish him a speedy recovery,
Mr. Wayne Nishiki from South Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Good morning.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. From the Administration we have our Director of the
Department of Water Supply, Mr. Jeffrey Eng.
MR. ENG: Good morning.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. And from Corporation, Deputy Corporation Counsel
Edward Kushi.
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MR. KUSHI: Good morning.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Later this morning we will have Donald M. Thomas from the University of
Hawaii, Hawaii Institute of Geographic and Planetarium [sic]--from the University of Hawaii at
Hilo, I should say--will be present to give us a presentation on some opportunities for wells and
artesian sources. Committee Staff, this morning we have here, we have Legislative Analyst
Kim Willenbrink which is coming to my left here. Thank you, Kim. And our Committee
Secretary Tammy Frias is on vacation so we have a most capable replacement and very
honored to have her, Secretary Pauline Martins. Thank you, Pauline. Okay. Now, you guys
like--oh, hey, now I got to make sure I didn't miss anybody. Oh, Member Kaho' ohalahala is
present now. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Before we get started and take public testimony, I would like to go over a brief
review on what we hope to accomplish today. First of all we're going to start with WR-4,
Water Use and Development Plan. Members, please note that at our last meeting the
Committee voted to pass out a bill setting forth the procedures for updating and amending the
Water Use and Development Plan. After the meeting, we received correspondence which is in
your binder, dated September 2, 2009, from the Commission on Water Resource Management.
Based on their recommendations we have made a few revisions to the bill. In addition, the
Staff is handing out or has handed out a memo from me to, with a few other revisions that I
would like for the Committee to consider this morning. After we've discussed this bill, we will
have a presentation from Donald Thomas from the University of Hawaii. He's presently flying
in from the Big Island and he's supposed to have arrived and should be picked up from the
airport and brought up. So he'll probably be here around 9:45-10:00 a.m. So in the meantime,
my first effort will be on WR-4, and then we will go into WR-16, which is Development of
New, New Sources of Water. We have one testifier and if there's anybody else in the audience
that would like to testify, they're more than welcome to sign up. Public testimony, we will
limit to the items on the agenda today. Sign up is out on the lobby area of the eighth floor. We
will limit to three minutes with one minute to conclude. Please state your name and if you're
representing...or any organizations. And at this time, I would request all Members and anyone
in the Chamber to turn off cell phones or put them on vibrate or, or silent mode. The, the
decorum of the Chamber will be adhered to. At this time with no objections, I'm going to ask
to hear public testimony. And the first testifier and so far the only one that's signed up is
testifying on WR-4, his name is Richard Pohle, and Richard is representing the Upcountry
Meter List Association or umla.ws . Mr. Pohle, good morning.

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY...
MR. POHLE: Good morning and greetings, Council Members and Chair. I'm Richard Pohle. I'm a
Crater Road protea farmer. Now I testified two weeks ago. I testified at the WAC meeting,
which is on the back, and of course today. I'll give you the executive summary of what I'm
going to say. Please eliminate the Upcountry water meter list. Sell the meters at a price
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commensurate with their true value, use those monies to develop water sources, and basically
that's it. You'll have a pool of money. Why should you listen to me? Well, because I make
sense and because I'm the founder of the Upcountry Meter List Association. Our motto is "To
Develop and Enjoy the Beauty of Our Land". Please refer to the site every so often. It's
getting interesting. We're the only Maui organization that represents small landowners wanting
to develop their properties with reasonable water use. We represent the little people on Maui
busy working, raising family and trying to keep them on Maui. Many of us are too busy to
attend these meetings. I know who we are and where we live. These are real people who want
to be treated fairly, I speak for them. People are becoming aware of umla.ws. They are telling
me their stories. One Haiku couple tells me their neighbors, all their neighbors have meters.
Large storage tanks are nearby and a large water main passes right through their, by their
property. Their taxes are even higher than the next door neighbors who have meters, but the
County will not let them have meters. Why? It is impossible. They are far down the list. Is
what the list does to landowners even legal? Ninety-year Teichi Yamada doesn't think so. At
the WAC meeting he gave me cutouts of the 23 letters he has published in The Maui News over
the last 15 years. You will have copies. The County denies small landowners the right to quiet
enjoyment of their property. It declares their property unusable without making any efforts to
make them usable. It institutes the list paralyzing all private development. Is this legal? I call
on this Committee and the Maui County Council to eliminate the water list. The list is a
hindrance, not a help. It keeps neighbors from pooling their resources to improve that
Upcountry water infrastructure. Instead, if the County awards meters, the list protocol requires
only a few to build tanks and pipes that should be funded by all. This is unfair. It prevents all
small development. Of all of your rules and regulation this list is the most unreasonable, least
reasonable and least defendable. The price of a Maui County water meter is 6,000, but for
13 years none have been issued to those on the list. Begin selling meters. Your expert
consultants at Haiku Design says "the capital cost to provide new water sources for new water
meters is several times higher than the existing system development fees intended to cover
these costs." Set a fair price for a meter. Water is available. We will pay for it. Imagine these
Chambers filled with your constituents, each of them with their three minutes of testimony and
all of them greatly annoyed at you for making them lose a half a day of work to be here to tell
you their stories, stories which you should already know. Let us develop our lands and we will
build affordable housing for ourselves. We will grow something far more precious than
Upcountry cabbage, lettuce and tomatoes. We will grow Upcountry families. You, Council, set
Water Department policy. Please eliminate the list. Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Pohle. Questions for the testifier? And before I take
questions, Mr. Pohle, you guys have a very nice website. I'm on it right now and I've gone
through it, so thank you very much. I, I really enjoy having this kind of information so that
anyone can access it.
MR. POHLE: And it's always available. . . .(inaudible). . .
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you.
MR. POHLE: Thank you for that.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, Chair, thank you very much. And thank you, Mr. Pohle, for being
here. And again thank you for all the good work you're doing on behalf of the Upcountry
meter list. I know we all appreciate it very much. It's long overdue. I wanted to ask you a
question. You mention that the price of a Maui County water meter now is $6,030, and you
mention the County possibly selling meters for a different price. Do you have a price in mind?
MR. POHLE: I, on my site there is kind of a tradeoff study, about three times, several times...it's three
for physicists and three times 6,000 is 18,000. That's the lower price set by Mr. Freedman.
The upper price...well, the upper price, $110,000 was mentioned at the WAC meeting. Now
the interest on that amount of money would fund tankers to come up to Kula and deliver the
water at 200 gallons a day, which is reasonable usage. So I figure the Water Department has
got to be at least four times more efficient than a tanker truck delivering, using gas and using
the roads. So I set an arbitrary price at $25,000. Now this is a lot of money for many people
on the list. But I would hope that the...in view of that amount of money the County would
waive the water, the fire flow infrastructure and use the money both to build water sources and
get fire flow infrastructure in place. There are a lot of people like this lady in Haiku that are
right next door to the waterline. They don't need that. So maybe you should have two tiers
where you sell the immediate, the immediate, the people that are really easy, have the
infrastructure in place, you sell them for three times or $18,000 and you allow the
neighborhoods to organize and deal with their own infrastructure. Now they shouldn't pay it
all, but we realize we should pay a lot of it. And this constituency, we also realize is not a big
constituency, but it is not negligible and it should be considered. So somewhere around 18, 25
probably at the highest. And the fire flow infrastructure should be ameliorated a little bit by the
County helping the neighborhoods, which I can organize, to develop their infrastructure. Thank
you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Any other questions for the testifier? Vice-Chair Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Pohle, for being here this morning. I, I
read your testimony. You know, you note over here, 200 gallons per day per meter. That's your
own estimate?
MR. POHLE: I have a family of four. We are a 31/2 acre protea farm, and we were on Oahu. Our
family of four, a daughter and two kids and a husband. . . (inaudible). . .there for one year and
we didn't tell them to conserve water. They used 200, less than 200 gallons per day up at 4,000
feet. We didn't irrigate our protea because it doesn't need to. But that's what people that don't
have to grow grass can survive on. And I asked Chair Victorino when I was at the, a meeting
and, and I told him that and he said yes, his own family had done that. You remember that
conversation? That's, by the way, in the website.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(chuckle). . .
MR. POHLE: Anything you say to me, unless you say don't publish it, will be there. I try to be honest
and hide nothing.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. POHLE: So 200 gallons a day. See, I want to or want you to...we appreciate the water is short,
but it is there. The Freedman triangle has cost and there's no cutoff to, to availability, water
availability, there's no cutoff. So money is available. We're arguing about the price as the joke
goes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Well, thank you for your -MR. POHLE: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --response. Yeah. Because, you know, a lot of people use more than
200 gallons a day. I don't know what is the average, probably 600 per family. So...
MR. POHLE: Six hundred is what the water meter, Water Department says. But when I ask, I ask
them, the president--the, the Chair is here, of the Water Department--but 600 includes down
Central valley. I would like to know what the average family up in, that's not a farm--we are
not farmers, we're not doing this for the farmers--what they use. It would be a good statistic to
have. I doubt that it would be as much as 600 if you don't irrigate.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Thank you. Yeah. We do have that information by areas, in
fact, by districts. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. And, and, and again I did say that and we do stay in that area, but
I only have my wife and I...and beyond irrigating the, the lawn at times, which she and I have
some discussion about all the time. Yeah. You know, I know many families...if you have a
family of four or five, you're going to use 400, 500 gallons a day--there's no question about it.
But again nothing, and I've said this many times, nothing's not on the table, everything's on the
table, and we've got to look and discuss and find means not only with conservation and other
means of water development so that Upcountry, those people who deserve meters can get their
meters, and they shouldn't be kept waiting forever and ever. So -MR. POHLE: I'm a-CHAIR VICTORINO: --any other questions for the, the testifier?
MR. POHLE: I'm a believer of using price above the 200 gallon baseline. Let the cost rise steeply
and that will encourage conservation. Thank you.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. You may have a good point there, too. You may have a good point,
Mr. Pohle. Any other questions for Mr. Pohle? None? Thank you. Thank you for being here,
sir.
MR. POHLE: Thank you for having me.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Any other, does anyone else in the audience want to give any testimony? We
have one more? I'm getting a signal from the outside that there's one more testifier signing up
at this time. ...So, Committee, first of all, have you all received the memo from myself that
Ms. Willenbrink just passed out for the amendments? Do you all have that? That was dated
today's date, right? Yeah. Okay. So, okay, I see--are you going to testify?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Dudley, you're going to testify? Yes.
CHAIR VICTORINO: You'll be next. . . . (chuckle). . . Why don't you go ahead and come up and--oh
here, here. I got your slip, I can go introduce you even though I know who you are, but I want
to make it formal. Thank you. Our next testifier is Sherman D. DePonte, Dudley, better known
as. And he's testifying for himself, and he's from the Upcountry area also and he's being, will
be testifying on WR-4. Take your time, Mr. DePonte. You don't have to rush.
Note: Short pause while Mr. DePonte approaches the podium.

CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning, Sherman.
MR. DePONTE: Good morning. I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: He put it inside his memo.
MR. DePONTE: Wrong year. . . .(chuckle). . .
CHAIR VICTORINO: That's okay. ...Okay. That's for Mr. Pohle, Kim. Good morning,
Mr. DePonte. You may go ahead and start your testimony.
MR. DEPONTE: Okay. I'm here just to, on WR-4. My concerns are passing--well first, I'm Sherman
"Dudley" DePonte, 175 Haleakala Highway, and I've been here a lot of times testifying for
water and trying to get the rights for the people back where it's supposed to be, with the people,
me included. In any case, one of the things happened at our Upcountry resources meeting that
we had last week, I think it was, and Gladys was there and we had a good turnout. One of the
things I, I brought up was that we need new leadership in our Water Department. It is time for
a change in there. I have sent a letter to, at the request on previous meetings from the Council
to go in and make a special request, write a letter to Mr. Eng about what, what is required of me
to do it. Because we had agreements that fell through the cracks from since 1992, I've been in
here, you know, not in here, but at the Board and trying to get my subdivision going through
and the water. What will it be that I need to do? My concern on it is passing any, any more
authority to that Department. We all know what my, my thing was already, what, what we have
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up on Crater Road. What, what I have now is more evidence of this negligence on the, on the
Water Department. What happened is last week I found out from another company, some of
my friends, that what, what was happening is that we're having a consolidation and a
re-subdivision going on with Haleakala Ranch, Tax Map Key 2-3-05 and it's parcel 16 and
portion of 03. What happened is that's a tank lot, the tank that we were discussing here, that I
need to put in another 70,000 gallon tank that already we're up at 1.2 million. Now they're
doing a consolidation, re-subdivision of that parcel because it was in the wrong place, the tank
is not in the correct place. And instead of granting and/or working on negotiation with
Haleakala Ranch to get a bigger parcel 'cause they know we do not have fire protection for our
area, they are not. They're getting it limited, right the same square footage around the new, the,
the tank that is in place. That's it, correcting that. Now to, for us citizens to, once--and why I
bring this up is because first we're talking about changing the waterlines, that's going to be the
burden of us. We're looking for water resources. But are we looking for the transmission
lines? 'Cause once the water is available they go, whoa, the list is going to get taken cared of,
which is bologna. We, the citizens, that cannot afford it is going to fall right to the back of the
list. We have one year, oh, two years with maybe couple six-month extensions to fill in the
gaps of, of what the County has neglected, the Water Department, Mr. Eng. And I'd appreciate
it, Mr. Eng, if you pay attention because it's kind of like we're here for a purpose, to listen.
And, and, and I kind of like, when we speak, I kind of like, you know, I have the Council's
eyes, I have you guys all into it and he's just--I mean we don't, we don't get it, you know, we
don't get the attention that we need as citizens.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. DePonte.
MR. DePONTE: And-CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. DePonte, you know, I'm, I understand your frustration. Okay. And I try
my best to keep these meetings as little emotion as possible. I understand. And this is not
something that . . . (inaudible).. .
MR. DePONTE: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: But and then, and you start going after some particular entity or person, I, I'm
going to ask you not to do that. I mean we understand -MR. DePONTE: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --where you're coming from. And if you want to specifically talk about the
Department, we, we, we can discuss it in another venue. But I'd like to stay on the source, and,
and we're today, we're talking basically about the Water Use and Development Plan.
MR. DePONTE: Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And I'm going to give you--I, I just going stop you at this point, not, not that I
won't let you testify, you can continue right after this. But I want to give you another piece of
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information that I'm pushing forward right now so that you'll feel a little bit better. This new
Water Use and Development Plan--this amendment and I'm bringing forward--is to put, we're
going to have something that will have five years, not two years. So I realize your plight and
many others. So but before going any further with all what we're doing, I just wanted to get
you back to where I would like to talk about is the Water Use and Development Plan and
development of new water sources. If you don't mind, Mr. DePonte.
MR. DePONTE: Yeah. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Chairman?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. You know, you know, what is unfair? You allowed Mr. Pohle
to speak, you know, and, and I heard what he said, if you read the contents of it. It has nothing
to do with the, the development plan.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, it did.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No-CHAIR VICTORINO: I beg to differ with you, Mr. Nishiki, and I'm going to say at this point I differ
with you on that one; however, it's a matter of differences of opinion. I'm not stopping
Mr. DePonte from talking.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: No. I'm not doing that. Okay. But I'm trying to keep it in the manner that is
professional and to keep it on the subject matter as much as possible. He has a legitimate beef
and I understand. I've been around this man for many, many years, and I want to help him in
any way I can. But all I'm saying is can we go back and stay in the area that we need to, and
that's all, Mr. Nishiki. I'm not trying to stop him from testifying. Please, I do not do that;
however, if we start straying, I will stop anybody to keep it in the subject matter at, at best.
Okay. Mr., Mr. DePonte, I'm so sorry. Go ahead.
MR. DePONTE: No, no. I apologize.
CHAIR VICTORINO: No, no, that's okay.
MR. DePONTE: I, I'm going, I'm was going in the wrong direction. The direction I want to put to the
Council is basically I'm hurt and that's all I want to say. I'm hurt as a person, but I'm hurt as a
community because I deal with this. I'm a professional licensed land surveyor here in Hawaii,
Arizona, and California. I've been doing business all over the place and working with people,
working with families that got their dreams destroyed. And this is where I feel, I feel very hurt,
and it always comes down to the Department. And, and, and I'm just, you know, for me it's
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personal because it happened since 1992 till now. Again I apologize for that, for that outburst
and I'll try to contain myself a little bit better as a professional. The solution is we need to
work together and to get, to get this thing done. We had a big article in the paper that says,
water resources up at the Waikamoi thing that we were going to fix that, that, the catchments,
more reservoirs. My suggestion, solutions again...we need more reservoirs, we need tanks at
different...I would say, you build a house, put up a 3,000 or 6,000 gallon tank at your house
like how we used to have in the old days. And that's what, 6,000 gallons would be another 3 to
$4,000 as part of your building construction fees. You got reservoir in case water shortage,
we've got water at every single house already, and that's, that would be my thing. That's some
of the solutions that I think. But we need to control how we're going to get the water resources
and also trigger towards the transmission lines so when that water resources are
available...right now we don't have the fire protection. We need the fire protection. That's the
first thing. We need the fire protect...we have water to satisfy this, but we need fire protection.
That's all.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. DePonte. Questions for the testifier? Ms. Baisa, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Thank you very much, Chair. Thank you, Mr. DePonte, and we
certainly understand your frustration. You know, I have dealt with it my entire life and as you
know as the Upcountry Council Member, there's nowhere I go that somebody doesn't want to
talk to me about water. So you're not alone and I understand; however, you know, it's the
personal stuff that, that is uncomfortable for us 'cause I think we're trying very hard. We have
a new Water Chair and this Committee is trying really hard to work on the new Water Use and
Development Plan and the rules to try to address some of these things that have been a problem
for so long. And one of them, of course, is the Upcountry meter list. But you bring up a very
good issue because people are under the impression that if their name comes up on the list, that
they automatically will get a meter. And what I think I hear you saying is that's not necessarily
true, because it's the connection transmission cost that becomes the issue. Is, is that the meat of
it?
MR. DePONTE: Yes, very much so.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So, so even if your name came up and you could get a meter, unless
you can pay the amount of water, money that it's going to take to connect you to the source,
that you may not be able to get that meter?
MR. DePONTE: Yes, that's what I'm saying. And if I may go further on that -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
MR. DePONTE: --is what happened is it's not only that. It's like right now, Mr. Victorino told me to
go back and see what the dollars would be. So why I got kind of furious and out of control here
is because when I found out last week now not only do I have to get that tank, I'm going to
have to do a land acquisition now when the tank was supposed to have it already. If you're
going to build, if you're going to say it's 50,000 and you need 70,000 more to get that 120,000
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gallons of tank, of water, then why not do it at the time that you're doing it right now to correct
the problem and be ready for the future for us which is right now? I'm right, ready soon as
when I come up, 'cause I'm 76 on the list, ready to go. How come they're not doing it?
They're looking the other way and going, ah, this is another one. You know, for me I see it as
that. But anyway that's, that's what I'm saying. And it's, we're talking 1 2 million that I came
up with. It's going to be more 'cause now we're talking land value.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So, you see, for me this is really important as part of developing the
Water Use and Development Plan and the rules that we're trying to work on. Because if we're
not aware of the issues and how it's affecting the people that need the water and we don't
construct the rules to try address these situations, we're going to go forward doing the same
thing. So I think that testimony like yours and Mr. Pohle, of course, is very concerned about
the Upcountry water meter list and how it's administered and would like to see some changes
made so maybe we can move that list. I think this is very relevant, Chair, and I appreciate the
opportunity. Thank you. And thank you, Mr. DePonte.
MR. DePONTE: You're welcome.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Member Baisa. Any other questions for the testifier? Seeing none
of the Voting Members, Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, thank you. The 1.2 that you represent is an expense that you
personally would have to meet?
MR. DePONTE: The 1.2 would be halved with the County. But what, what it was is why the
. . .(inaudible). . . When I first came in, in 1992 with my engineer as a witness to one of the
Department persons, engineers, it was, it would be about 60,000 and it was only 600 feet of
line. Now we got like 2,200 feet of line or more to do, deal with, and it's going to be taken,
taking out line that is 6-inch line and 21/2-inch line, that is already outdated from way back, to
redo that whole thing. But they say they'll half it with me and the upgrade from six to eight
through the half inch--wait, when the, when the first agreement was, the agreement was 6-inch,
we had a 6-inch line going through 600 feet cutting across a property. Okay. And what that
happened is when they upgraded they said it needed to be 8-inch. Okay. They said you
upgrade to 8-inch the County will pay that extra for that 8-inch, but half of whatever that 6-inch
was you got to pay. Then what happened is they, they told me now, they came back and said
we have to go around the corner, around the switchback and go all the way up to the tank. We
want the tank, we want the switchback, we want fire hydrants. We want all of this around that
comes to the point of about 2,000-something feet of line, extra line now instead of 600, and it's
got to be 8-inch line. So I had to get an engineer, hire an engineer to tell them that going
around that switchback is like suicide, you know, financial suicide, because you got all this
blocks that you got to put around. Because it's, really an, an, it's 180-degree switchback, it
goes and then it turns right back on where you came from, just about 180-degree. And it, and
it's just so much digging in rock that how do you, how're you going to do it during the day with
traffic 'cause that's the traffic going up to the Crater. And then if you go to try to do it at night,
there's houses right there so you'd disturb the people and there's a lot of jackhammering,
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whatever it's going to be to, to try to get that. And it's just, it's, it's more. . . (inaudible). . .the
cost is way more and that's why it ended up instead of 60, 70. When I told, at one testimony I
said I wish I begged, borrowed, and stealed [sic] on that first one, but I had all my money into
the thing. And right now I'm down to nothing again and I've got to work my way back up.
And now with this one, too, it's just going to be. . .(sigh). . .
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. So now you've got an extended run on your, just your
waterline. In addition too now you still, what you're pointing out is getting extra land here so
that we could increase the reservoir collection, the water tank is what you call it, that, that
capacity. Okay. But if that is not done and, and, and you bring up a point, despite that we may
find water source, because of these prerequisites and despite that you're 65 on the list, until you
meet these prerequisites, you're not guaranteed water. Okay. Now so you're also told that the
capacity of the water tanks needs . . . (end of tape, start 1B at 9:35 a.m.). . . to be expanded, and
are you suggesting that in lieu of that capacity, if we don't do that, that you are hoping that you
could insert your own private water tank?
MR. DePONTE: What happened is they're asking...on that tank site there's a 50,000 gallon tank.
And what happened is they want 70,000 more gallons. Now for me as a private citizen, you
know, going in there and trying to get this land from Haleakala Ranch -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
MR. DePONTE: --because that's, it's on Haleakala Ranch land, it's going to be a problem. For the
County it's no, you know, they're, they're dealing with them right now. 'Cause what happened
is if you look on the tax map key, the parcel's off right to the edge of the road. The tank is in
the middle of that switchback, so it's wrong. They found out that the, the lot, the tank lot that
they issued to the, to the County is in the wrong place. So now they're under the, under the
thing of consolidating, re-subdividing which is a big process. But instead of going--when they
consolidate, re-subdivide...right now is a good time--and say look, Mr. Haleakala Ranch, we
gave you the heritage center right there and we're going to need 70,000 more gallons. We need
another, what, 200 feet, 100 feet by 100 feet. How much is that from this whole thousands of
acres? Can we-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And, Sherman, I think we can ask that of Mr. Eng.
MR. DePONTE: Huh?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: We can ask that of Mr. Eng -MR. DePONTE: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --to answer that question.
MR. DePONTE: Right. And then...but in any case that's, that's the thing I was saying, why not do it
right now -- 12 -
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Yeah.
MR. DePONTE: --pick it up and go...you got this, come on.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
MR. DePONTE: You know, you got a Special Use Permit that was supposed to be rezoning. They,
they let them have a special right next to Rural.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Right.
MR. DePONTE: And now, and now it's in agricultural land. They're doing, going to be doing
commercial. But in any case, that's, that's the thing. Right now is a good time to negotiate it.
The County has the leverage on it. I say get it. Because, let's see, this is citizen down the line
that's been here since '92 trying to get the thing. Why not, why not, why not help us?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And you bring up a good point. Thank you.
MR. DePONTE: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Nishiki. And before I recognize Mr. Molina, I will make sure
that we will ask that of that Department, and also I will also draft a letter to the Mayor
requesting some work on that through the Department. So I will assure you
that...Ms. Willenbrink, make a note of that, that we will follow up on that. That is a very
excellent idea and it's an excellent time to get involved in that. Thank you for bringing it up,
Mr. DePonte.
MR. DePONTE: You're welcome.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Molina, you had a question?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And good morning, Mr. DePonte,
and thank you for your sharing your concerns with the Committee. I want to just change gears
a little bit related to the, the subject at hand today which is the Water Use and Development
Plan. In your testimony you mentioned your concern about giving the Department more power.
We're considering, I guess, at this point, Mr. Chairman, correct me if I'm wrong, three, three
amendments currently. One amendment just basically deals with removing vague and
unnecessary language. Another amendment deals with establishing a trigger or a specific time
for the Department to update the plan. And the other amendment will make clear when the
Board of Water Supply must transmit the update and its findings to the Council. So as I
interpret the amendments it's more actually, creates more specifics for the Department. So I
don't know if it necessarily gives them power, but it's, it's in a way the body of the Council,
- 13 -
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you know, set, dictating policy to the Department, and, you know, establishing more,
more-or-less time parameters. I just wanted to get your feedback on it. Is this something that
you can, you can support at least this body establishing time parameters for the Department to
get the, the update on the Water Development Plan and the Board as to when they must report
their findings to the Council?
MR. DePONTE: Yes. For me, I, I believe and my testimony today is basically speaking to you, the
Council, and respect for you because you're the, you're the people, you're the one that's
representing the people of your districts. And we, we, we're hurting. I deal with all districts,
not just one. I'm dealing with all. And all districts hurt in that Department [sic]. And I, and I,
what happened is I would like, yes, you, the Council, to put the laws, the rules together and
follow up on it. And follow up just like how Mr. Victorino is just saying that he's going to the
Mayor, follow up on this. Because I just brought something very serious up that if passed, if I
didn't catch it 'cause I, the way I catch it is because I'm a land surveyor. And I'm, and I'm
there, I'm living in that area. And I'm going, oh what are you guys doing up there? You know,
I'm, I'm seeing stuff going on and I run the area, I do the, I, I... stuff. It's kind of like the
Council, I want to see that happening. When they say private system with the Water
Department, they, they go Haleakala Ranch is on a private system. Yes, they are on a private
system, but they're hauling water up to fill their private system. Does the Council catch that?
Do you guys see that? No. I see it, I run the area, I'm living in the area, I see the big truck
come, I see 'em tap into a nice little hose that's hidden in the back of a little mountain that he
parks the truck, puts it into a nice big tank that's supposed to be spring water and all of a
sudden it comes down, serves all of the water also for the heritage. I'm going, I'm, I'm the
voice of the public, I'm the voice of the concerned citizen and I'm, I'm just bringing it to you,
the Council, and I'm, I'm hoping, you know, I'm, I'm begging you guys to, to get out there and
stop this madness in that stuff. And, and the, the, the...when we had the community meeting, I
asked...and I, I, I, you cannot ask questions, but I said this is what I ask, you, the people, in that
meeting. I said ask yourself and I asked you, the County Council, to ask yourself this, are you
satisfied with that Department and their output and what they are doing for us, the people? And
if you are...if you're not, let's get on it and get new leadership and let's get with it. Straighten
it out, fix it up, please, for us.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: All right. Thank you for your comments. Thank you. Thank you,
Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. Any other questions for Mr. DePonte? Seeing none, thank you
very much, Dudley. I really do appreciate it. Thank you very much.
MR. DePONTE: Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And I'll get on that and get back to you on that -MR. DePONTE: Appreciate it.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: --as soon as I can get an answer from the Department, yeah. Thank you.
Mr. DePonte was the last testifier who signed up. I will again make one more attempt. Anyone
in the gallery who would like to speak on WR-4 or WR-16? Seeing none, then with no
objections I will close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you very much.
... END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

ITEM NO. 4: WATER USE AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN (C.C. No. 05-38)
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Let's get started with WR-4. Okay. That's our first item, ladies and
gentlemen. And it is...if you look WR-4, Water Use and Development Plan, a correspondence
dated September 8, 2009, from the Department of Corporation Counsel, transmitting a
proposed bill entitled A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING 14.02, MAUI COUNTY
CODE, RELATING TO THE WATER USE AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN. The purpose of
the bill, of the proposed bill is to amend Chapter 14.02, Maui County Code, to establish
procedures for which the Department of Water Supply to update the Water Use and
Development Plan and to revise the procedures for amending the plan. Members, in your
binder you will find correspondence dated September 2, 2009, from the Commission on Water
Resource Management. The Commission does not want to be required to submit comments on
any draft Water Use and Development Plan and in order for the Council's 180-day review
period to begin; so, therefore, the language requiring the comments from, on the plan from the
Commission has been deleted. In addition, the bill is also revised to reflect the original
language in the Code to state that the Council does not approve the plan within the, does not
approve the plan within the allotted time, the plan would be deemed disapproved. Finally,
please look at the memo on your desk which will, which will explain several revisions that I
think will tighten up the bill and clarify some of the ambiguous language. Before I open up the
floor for discussion, I will ask the Corporation Counsel, Mr. Kushi, if he would kindly--and you
all have this and I tried to highlight the changes and denote in, in blue and underline some of
the other updates, so they'd be very easy for all of us to definitively know where to go. This is
on that correspondence I just mentioned that I gave you this morning, dated
September 14, 2009. Mr. Kushi, would you kindly go over the various changes that we had
discussed so that if the...and I'll go by section-by-section and that way if the Members have
specific questions on each section, then we can cover it at that time. Is that all right with the
Members?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. No objections.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
CHAIR VICTORINO: No objections?
- 15 -
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. Mr. Kushi, would you kindly?
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chair and Members, I'm really not, what, sure what to say. But your
September 14 th memo, it's the first time I've seen this. And it, I know the intent is to clarify by,
by highlighting and amending in purple, I guess. But from a statutory construction wording
sense, you're doing Ramseyer upon Ramseyer. So again, you know, that...I don't know why
you did it, but, you know, I certainly would not sign, sign off on it. So I, I think if you want
to...a discussion, I think you should refer to the memo dated September 8, 2009, from myself
to you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. That'll be fine.
MR. KUSHI: And then I can incorporate your proposed changes if that's okay with the membership.
CHAIR VICTORINO: That'll be fine.
MR. KUSHI: Okay-CHAIR VICTORINO: If you look in your book on the September 8, 2009 memo from Mr. Kushi.
MR. KUSHI: Because in, in that attach, the bill attached to that memo it is in proper Ramseyer format
from what already exists in the Code. So that being the case, to start off the first section on
Purpose ....the only change on section, Subsection .010, Purpose, is the elimination of the
phrase commission on water resource management, delete "on water resource management"
because the Commission is already defined in a previous section. The deletion of the County of
Maui, delete "of Maui" because again it's defined. The next Section .020, Adoption of the plan,
there is some language about...just basically clean, cleaning it up. We deleted the phrase any
"revision" to state and add the phrase any "update of the same pursuant to section 14.02.040 of
this chapter, or" amendment, and deleted "or modification" of the same, pursuant to another
subsection of the chapter. Now in your attached September 14, '09 memo, you made further
changes and where it states "update of the same pursuant to" whatever, you put in "update of
the plan pursuant to". And in the next sentence "the same", instead of the "the same" you put
"plan" which is no...which is okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you.
MR. KUSHI: Okay. Moving on. Subsection .030, Application of the plan. I think we inserted the
phrase, took out the phrase the plan shall serve as "a guideline", we struck the word "a
guideline" and inserted shall serve as "the primary guide" to the Council", et cetera, et cetera.
The rest of that section remains the same as is. Now Subsection .040 in your existing Code, it
is entitled "Amendment" and it's made, made up of three subsections, A., B., and C. We have
deleted the entire section entitled "Amendment" and in the middle of Page 2 of that memo we
- 16 -
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now, we now title Subsection .040 to be called "Update of the plan". And your, your memo,
your recent revisions would state...you will, you will list a Subsection A., which will say "At
least every fifth year". . .(coughs). . .excuse me, "after the enactment of the plan, the
Department shall update the plan", et cetera, et cetera. . . . (coughs). . . Excuse me, Members.
This is an entirely new wording of this section, but in essence it follows the scheme of the
existing wording of the ordinance. Rather than reading, reading it I shall just summarize. The
Department, when and if the Department does submit an update to the plan, it would submit
that update to the Board of Water Supply for its review and recommendation. Then the, the
Board of Water Supply shall hold at least one meeting, public hearing in the proposed updated
area. Within 90 days of that, the last public hearing, the Board then transmits its, the proposed
update together with its findings and recommendations to this body. Thereafter, this body shall
review and consider passage by ordinance of the updated plan within 180 days from the
Board's, from your receipt of the Board of Water Supply. You can also extend the time for your
action by another 180 days. Now this is a little twist here. The recent revisions will state, if the
Council fails to pass the proposed update pursuant to this procedure. . . (coughs). . .the proposed
update shall be deemed disapproved. That's the new twist. If and when it, the plan has been
updated, has been approved then by ordinance, the Council shall transmit the ordinance to the
Commission for its review...any reference for, the State Commission for review, review and
comment. And this body's waiting for such review and comment has been deleted.
. . .(coughs). . .
CHAIR VICTORINO: Why don't you have some water, Mr. Kushi? We can, we can hang. We can
wait one more minute. Poor thing.
MR. KUSHI: Thank you. Last Section .050 entitled "Amendment", again it, it basically follows the
scheme of the existing ordinance, and in summary, there really are no significant changes. All
it does say that if the Council, the Council, this body, the Director or any agency proposes a
community plan amendment that would affect the Water Use and Development Plan, then such
amendment shall be reviewed pursuant to the procedures I've outlined previously. And let me
just check. I believe that incorporates the proposed changes of September 8 th as well as your
recent changes of September 14. th .
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Kushi. And, and let me make some clarifications so that the
Members understand. This was sent down to Council Services and Council Services on their
advice from our Legislative Analyst and the people down there made these suggested changes
to what was presented by the Department. These are proposals I'm bringing forward.
Unfortunately because of Sunshine Law I cannot bring it until today, on the floor, and which
means including Corp. Counsel, I cannot get it to them until today. And that makes it very
difficult, but we all know what the challenge we face. We all work under the same premise.
Unfortunately it makes it very difficult for all of us because some of us would like to review the
changes and I agree. But I didn't create the laws, gentlemen, ladies. I'm just abiding by the
same rules that every one of us in this Chamber have to abide by. And maybe one day when the
rules are changed to be more favorable so that people can do their work for the people of Maui
County, we'll go into--okay, stop it. See, Mr. DePonte, you're getting me excited now and I'm
going off the track. I apologize.
- 17 -
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: . . .(chuckle). . .
CHAIR VICTORINO: Let's get back on track. So that, so there's clarification between the
September 14 memo that I am presenting today which are amendments, and the September 8
which was presented by Corporation Counsel, from the Department. Okay. So I'll go back
from the very beginning and we'll start with 14.02.010. And as you saw, we were removing on
the water resource management, we, we are removing that and basically for that, for the
purpose of...the State Water Commission has told us that they're not going to comment, they're
not going to send back anything, and if they do, it'll be more of an advisory than mandatory.
So our whole thing was we were going to wait for them and then finish our plan. They're
saying no, you finish your plan, send it to us and then we'll go from there. So that's why that
change was done. Any questions specifically on 14.02.010, the Purpose? Any questions?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So you need a motion to do the change?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Consensus.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. I'll go with consensus. How's that sound? I think better and, and if
there's something that really needs, then I'll go for a vote. Yeah. So if there is no objections,
do we have consensus on 14.02.010?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No objection.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Consensus.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Okay. Moving along to 14.02.020, Adoption of the plan. We made a
number of substantive changes. These changes were to clear and remove some of the vague
and unnecessary language, and to put in specifically what this Council's adoption of the plan
and taking the word "plan" instead of what was inserted earlier. And removing without further
adoptions or amendments to this chapter, because it's covered in, in another section. Questions
on this particular section?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Go ahead, Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Not so much a...yeah, I guess just more seeking comment from
Corp. Counsel on this. At this point, for me, I have no concerns.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: But just to get a comment from Corp. Counsel.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Kushi, any comments in, in this particular section as I'm proposing for
amending, to amend?
MR. KUSHI: Is that Subsection .020?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, sir.
MR. KUSHI: No problem.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Any questions? Do I have consensus on Chapter 14.02.020?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you. Moving right along to 14.02.030, Application of the plan.
Any questions in that, in that particular area `cause-VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: No change, right?
CHAIR VICTORINO: No. No.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: No changes. So do we have consensus on 14.-COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you. I'm getting, getting good at the numbers, you guys. Let me
practice. . . . (chuckle). . . All right. Moving up next to 14.02.040, which is entitled "Update of
the plan". Okay. What we inserted here, first of all, was to make it mandatory because we, and
if I'm correct, Corporation Counsel, when we discussed this even the Water Resource
Management, the State Water Resource Management does not require an update every five
years. Am I correct in, in, in, in our discussion? Or, Mr. Eng, I know this was brought up when
we were discussing this matter.
MR. ENG: Mr. Chairman, I don't recall what the Water Commission requires regarding the update.
So I can look into that and get back to you on this.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. I think that's why we put it in there because we had discussed it.
Ms. Willenbrink?
MS. WILLENBRINK: Thank you, Chair. Yes, when I spoke to the Commission on Water Resource
Management, they're also still developing their guidelines and that's been, I guess, difficult
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between the Commission and the counties because it's still in process as we speak. But they're
going to be recommending updates every five years, and that is why we added that.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. So in other words we're, maybe we're putting the cart before the horse,
but this will ensure if the Water Resource Commission is still, you know, moving along and ten
years from now they still haven't developed, we will have something that's definitive so that
this Council and the community can have updates. I think that was why we put it in there. Any
questions in regards to that? Mr. Kaho`ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair. Then my only question is the term
"at least every five years", 'cause it doesn't seem to be a mandate then. It leaves it kind of a
you may, you may not...or well, we'll take seven years instead of five or we'll take three. So is
that, is that a question, if you're saying the Commission on Water Resource Management is
going to mandate five years, then should we not include language that's consistent then with
that?
MS. WILLENBRINK: I don't know if they're going to mandate five years.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Is that what...what was your response then when you
said you spoke to them and they said that they-MS. WILLENBRINK: I spoke to them and they said at this point they think they're going to be
recommending updates of every five years. And I believe the Hawaii County plan update is at
five years and maybe even Kauai County. I would have to double check again on Kauai. So
we've kind of taken the lead there, and we've inserted the five-year period so that it cannot, so
that it will get updated. If there's no trigger there, it could maybe never get updated.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. Then another question. And notwithstanding
the Commission, can we just go ahead and put the...an update timeframe?
MS. WILLENBRINK: Of five years?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Yes.
MS. WILLENBRINK: I would defer that question to Corporation Counsel.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Kushi?
MR. KUSHI: Yes, Mr. Chair, a good question. This, this language which states "at least every fifth
year after the enactment of the plan, the Department shall update the plan" that may in itself
cause problems because the only plan existing right now officially is by Ordinance No. 1948
which is effective 1990. So in essence we're in violation already, you know. That's, we tried
to do it in 1992, I believe, but that was not accepted. So if we say every five years from the
official plan --
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Enactment.
MR. KUSHI: --we're 15 years late. So-COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Upon, upon enactment of this ordinance?
MR. KUSHI: Maybe upon the effective date of this ordinance, maybe it would be more appropriate.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. And then, Chair, my only other question is, is
whether or not we want to be more precise than at least every, every fifth year.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well my, my whole concept with that is I would leave enough opening so that
when the Commission was to change if it was every five years, then we're right on the
kinipopo. If they go eight years, they go three years, they start changing it around...then, you
know, at least every five years we knew we have to do it here. That was my whole intent, that
we know every five years after the enactment of the plan. And, you know, it clearly states
enactment of the plan. So this one would be the trigger for five years from whenever this plan
is enacted. And that's been the problem, it's never been, never been updated. And so I wanted
to make sure that, you know, to put in we must or we will or mandatory... can be, can be done;
however, I wanted to give us enough latitude to make sure it was done, first of all. And
secondly, after the enactment of this plan so that we a specific time, a frame, a time when the
clock starts running. 'Cause that's been the problem, we've had no updates and it's just -MS. WILLENBRINK: Excuse me, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --been kind of floating along. Yes, go ahead.
MS. WILLENBRINK: I wonder if it would be clearer if we said at least every fifth year after the
enactment of the plan update. Because originally we had put in after the effective date of this
ordinance; however, as you might recall the Department is going to be submitting these by
district so there's going to be a number of districts that will be enacted and then maybe one
final enactment of all of them at the end. But we don't even have an answer to that yet.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Right. Right.
MS. WILLENBRINK: Just a suggestion.
CHAIR VICTORINO: So, so the enactment of the-MS. WILLENBRINK: At least every fifth year after the enactment of a plan update. Would that
work, Mr. Kushi?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Kushi, what would you suggest?
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MR. KUSHI: Well, I'm just thinking about it. I think Kim's suggestion is, is, is more appropriate.
The wording, I'm not too sure. But so the situation would be if the Department proposes an
update in 19...2010 and this Council passes it, then the next update will be before 2015. Is that
the scenario?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes.
MR. KUSHI: Yeah. I mean that works, but just the wording.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, I'll let you go work on the wording if you don't mind, Mr. Kushi?
MR. KUSHI: Yeah. If that's, if that's the intent -CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. KUSHI: --and the consensus of this body, fine. Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. KUSHI: We can work, we can work on the wording.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Is that all right with the body as far as the intent, and Corporation Counsel will
work on the wording itself? Yes, Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. The fact that we're looking at two
different documents--we have your proposal and we also have the memo from Mr. Kushi--and
we're trying to, you know, put these two things together and insert them as we go. It's rather
confusing.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And it, absolutely, and again-COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: It might be better if now that this has been published, maybe you could
have Staff work with redrafting this thing in one document so that it's easier to follow. You
know, right now we can't follow the language, 'cause we don't even have a section called
"Update of the plan". It's not in Mr. Kushi's thing. So where is it going to go? And how does
it read? How does it follow? It's difficult.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. My question is to what Ms. Willenbrink had said about,
you know, every district will have an update for that district. So what I'm hearing is that when
all of the districts' update has been done, then the plan would be combining all of these things
to create that one update of the plan?
MS. WILLENBRINK: That's what we're hearing also. But it, again, it isn't mandated.
-22-
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Before I answer, before you, Ms. Willenbrink...Mr. Eng, right now we are so
far behind that's why we have to really, really catch up. But if once we enact this plan, this
updated Water Use and Development Plan, it is our hope and our intent to do this every five
years for which then so much work wouldn't have to be entailed. Now in your expertise and in
your position do you believe that to be true, once we get this enacted, that the district work
would not be so cumbersome?
MR. ENG: Mr. Chairman and Members, you know, because we're kind of venturing into some new
territory that we haven't experienced, we really don't know. I'm hoping that every five years
the plan does not need to be updated. I'm hoping that the plan will be good for more than five
years. So maybe we should state that, you know, it's updated as necessary or as needed, for
one thing. And then even looking at, at every fifth year, you know, let's say because--again the
current process is a public process through the various water advisory committees, and
scheduling the meetings has taken quite a long period of time for each of the various districts.
So, you know, to update all of the various plans, you know, at one time, every five years is
very, very difficult, as you can imagine. . . . (end of tape, start 2A at 10:08 a.m.). . . begin an
update process every five years and with the expectation it may take a period of two years to
complete the updates--if at all--if they do need updating. So, you know, I don't know really
what to say, except that I think we do need some flexibility. But to set some time parameters is,
is fine with us. But again, at this time, I don't know how it would really all work out.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Eng. Again, I think, to be very, very frank, this has been one
of the continuing problems in our, in all of this is...every time we don't come to some
definitive timeframes we procrastinate and things move on, things change. My intent was to be
very specific so that we have some kind of target to shoot for. Maybe when the Water Resource
and State Water Resource Commission comes with their--and when that may happen, I have no
idea--then we'd have something from them to update it. But this, at this time, I wanted
something that we would definitely look forward to every five years. Update means what?
Update. Okay. It doesn't mean to redo or--hey, right now we're in the process of redoing
everything because it's been almost, what, 2009, almost 20 years. We've fallen way behind.
And if we going let this happen again 20 years from now, some other Council's going to be
sitting here looking at the same problem. So I thought this way we have a definitive timeframe
for which we follow up on it, and I think it's time we put something. To say "when needed",
that's too ambiguous, that leaves Pandora's box wide open. I don't think I want something like
that, I mean, unless you feel differently. I think a specific timeframe is important. And if we're
doing it on a regular basis, let me tell you, I think an update is exactly what's going to be done,
an update, not a complete revision of the plan because it's nearly 20 years old. But I leave it to
the body. I mean, I want something and I wanted something on your behalf to put a definitive
timeframe. That's what I'd like. Mr. Pontanilla -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --followed by Mr. Kaho' ohalahala.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, I agree with you. And, you know, right now we are updating
the Water Use Development Plan for two areas. And, you know, we've been doing this for
over three years now. So, you know, when, when this is said and done, you know, updating the
plans for Upcountry as well as Central Maui, you know, it's not going to be too cumbersome,
you know, like, like you say. But we do have other plans that need to be updated, like West
Maui, probably Molokai, and not so much Lanai. You know, how long that will take is another
question. So what I'm trying to say is that, yeah, for Upcountry and Central Maui as far as
updating those plans, you know, after, you know, within five years shouldn't be a problem.
But now if we're going to have it all together as one plan, then how long it's going to take the
other districts to complete that plan? So I just leave that to you. Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, no, and thank you. And I, and I believe this plan we are working on
right now and, Mr. Eng, you correct me if I'm wrong, is for the entire County. It is just not for
Central and Upcountry. Am I correct in saying that?
MR. ENG: Mr. Chairman, we're actually going district-by-district.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you.
MR. ENG: So, you know, Central has been, is before the Board right now to go to public hearing.
Upcountry plan is near completion. The Lanai plan is near completion also. And currently the
West Maui and Molokai plan has been initiated.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Eng, for that information. Yeah. What I'm
trying to say is that once all five plans are completed or five district plans are completed, then it
becomes the plan. Then from that point on within five years would be the updates.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. And that's exactly what this verbiage was to mean. The plan means the
entire Water Use and Development Plan. It's not just by district now, I never said that.
Ms. Willenbrink brought up the district because that's how we're working. But this plan would
encompass the whole County of Maui, all of our systems. Ms., Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you, Chair. Chair, if we're, you know, if we're going to try
to nail this down, I can agree with you that it's better to specify something than to specify
nothing. Because again, you know, we have a tendency to get distracted and 5 years go by, and
10 years go by, and 15 years go by and before you know it we're way behind. So I can live
with at least every fifth year. You'd have a review whether you needed one or not. And if the
review said everything's cool, well that's it. If it...you, you need it, then the other option could
be to say at least every fifth year or, or if it's needed sooner or as needed or whatever if--you
know, if something comes up and we need to make an amendment, then we do it sooner. That
could kind of mitigate this thing.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: You know, say where we've got this plan and in the third year we
discover there's a serious problem, we don't have to wait five years, we can do it sooner.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well that's why at least-COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: But that why it says at least.
CHAIR VICTORINO: At least. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So I think it's covered.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think it's-CHAIR VICTORINO: That is exactly what I was thinking along that same line -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. I think it's covered.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --that, you know, no longer than five years, but if in three years we find a
problem, hey, we correct it then. We don't wait for five years.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think it's covered.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. So any further discussion on this? Mr. Kaho`ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair. I wanted to make comments really
based on, on what the Director is saying. The Lanai plan has been ongoing for about 13 years.
So my, my concern here for the phrase "at least every fifth year" doesn't give that kind of a
mandate. So I'm looking and I agree with you, Chair, but I, I think it needs stronger language
than at, "at least every fifth year" so that we are ensured that once the plans are completed that
there will be, like you said, a mechanism that moves the update within that timeframe. Because
as the Lanai experience is, some of the, the processes have been, you know, cumbersome and
have been contingent on information that needed to be provided that's not forthcoming. So this
process gets dragged out and now we're in our 13 th year. So I'd like to strengthen the language
here. And, you know, it, this section has to deal with updates for the plan.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: So making a mandate for five years doesn't mean that
you have to go through the whole thing to redo it.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Exactly.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: It means that you revisit the plan and you update it.
But, so I would like stronger language to ensure that the place like Lanai won't be falling
through the, the pukas and gets, you know -CHAIR VICTORINO: Let me-COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: --stretched out with the, the term "at least five years".
And then we find that, well, you know, the, the law says "at least five years". So we're in the
fifth year of, of a ten year, you know, so we're five years within, so it stretched it to ten years.
You know, so, so that's my only thought, Chair, is if we can strengthen the, that language to
meet what I think the intent is, is to make sure there is an update, you know.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Eng, you know, covering Lanai...and, and again Lanai is a very unique
situation because the whole system is private. We have no control. Am I correct,
Mr. Kaho' ohalahala -COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: So far.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --as far as the County?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: So far.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(chuckle). . .
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Well, and until we do, and until we do, we have that real, the real
challenge, this is a private system. The entire island is run under a private system. Nowhere
else in this County is the whole system run privately. You know, we have collaboration--even
West Maui, some private, some public. So there is some controlling factor. Now hopefully
one day in the very near future, I agree with you, that we need to get that system under the
County so that we have total control.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Well, that's why, Chair, I think because it's in the
current situation, then it becomes incumbent on us to make sure that that does not take its own
course, that we set the parameter so that we're going to fit because it's our only water source on
the island of Lanai-CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Kushi, you have any suggestions and, and some verbiage that can be more
specific for our Members that, you know--I, I don't want to belabor the point. We're getting to
a point where enough discussion. Let's get something specific so we can all take our, take a
bite out of it. Go ahead, Mr. Kushi.
MR. KUSHI: Yes, Mr. Chair, let me try.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Sure.
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MR. KUSHI: This references Section .040, Update of the plan.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. KUSHI: As you proposed, it would state "at least every fifth year after the enactment of the plan,
the Department shall" yada yada.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. KUSHI: I would, I would suggest this language.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Go.
MR. KUSHI: "Within five years from the date of any approved update of the plan, the Department
shall update the plan, pursuant to...". So....
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Is that more acceptable by all?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. Can you restate that please, Corporation
Counsel?
MR. KUSHI: It would read: "Within five years from the date of any approved update of the plan, the
Department shall update the plan, pursuant to section..." so and so. So if, for example, if
there's an update to any component of the plan, not the entire Island Plan -COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Yeah.
MR. KUSHI: --there's an approved update to the Central Maui plan in the year 2010 approved by this
body, then the Department within, by 2015 shall submit another update of that very plan and
run it through its course.
CHAIR VICTORINO: So now you're going back to districts-MR. KUSHI: Well, you know, if you, if you're gonna wait then, you know, the update, I mean the
approval of the entire update may, may take you at least ten years.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, I agree, it's just like the General, General Plan.
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MR. KUSHI: So, you know, again, Mr. Chair, I think because the, this body...and, and, and, and
rightfully so because we have no direction from the State, because this body has not
experienced whether it's a piece of the pie or the entire pie for the update, especially Maui
being divided by islands as well as geographical districts, and especially there's no, again no
guidance by the State Water Commission as far as what would they accept, I believe the, the
strategy was entering into this proposal was that you take it, update district-by-district,
ordinance-by-ordinance. Because to wait for all five water districts to be approved, you might
wait a long time.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Okay. Members, you've heard Mr. Kushi's suggestion.
Member Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. Well, first of all thank you, Chairman,
for, you know, at least pushing the envelope with the discussion to put some specifics here. I
can certainly appreciate that, and also for Director Eng's comments as well 'cause I think we
need to find some type of balance. But I can agree with Member Kaho`ohalahala's suggestion
that we need more direct and maybe more tighter language. So with the comments made by
Mr. Kushi, I think that's something that I can live with so we don't get another Lanai situation.
`Cause, you know, I've sat on this Council since 2001 and we've, I've been witness to, you
know, Water, the Water Department under the prior leadership and we've been waiting and
waiting. So I think with this tighter language it sort of puts the Department...I don't want to
use the term "under the gun", but at least it sets specifics so we don't get another Lanai
situation. So I'm, I'm fine with Mr. Kushi's language.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And let me say this, it's not only Lanai, Maui too.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: I mean we're waiting almost 20 years. Mr.--wait, Mr. Pontanilla followed by
Mr. Nishiki.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Thank you, Chairman. I really want to thank Corporation
Counsel for providing us that guide in regards to updates of plan. You know, when I look at
the Department, there's only, you know, certain individuals will do this update. And, you
know, by, by saying that, you know, after all five is done, then, you know, the plan is the plan
that's going to be updated after five years. Like Corporation Counsel had said, it, it's going to
take long time. You know, we got to take a look at the Department themselves if they have the
manpower to do, to do these updates on a timely basis. So I can agree to Corporation
Counsel's wording in regards to this particular area. Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'm just curious. What do you foresee as being updates? I'm just
curious what are the circumstances?
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, this is why every-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Zoning changes? So, therefore, something's got to be changed. I'm
just curious what are the circumstances for an update?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, updates would be triggered by a number of items that-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: As an example.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Source development, zoning changes, large development in the area„
changes in, in, in ag. Many, many, many reasons could up come. The problem is we have
never done this and it's also...and one day maybe the State Water Commission will get to the
point where they have specific timeframe for these updates, 'cause they're asking us to give
them updates and we've never had anything specific to give them. What was it, Mr. Kushi,
1992 was the last update we sent down, which wasn't accepted, by the way, right?
MR. KUSHI: Correct.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. So now we're 20 years behind. This island has changed tremendously.
Isn't that correct, Mr. Nishiki, in 20 years? We cannot afford that. We need an update every
five years. We should be. And the update, as Mr. Kaho`ohalahala said, doesn't necessarily
mean entire revision. Hey, let's look at where we're at. Where, where is the, the plan for this
specific district, if that's what we're ending up with, with districts. Let's see what Central
Maui's district, how much water is being used, how much development has come about, what
has transpired, how much less agriculture we might have, what kind of water sources have
come on. Has Na Wai Eha come back and now we're giving the streams restoration? All of
these changes are coming and so these things wouldn't have to be...or will impact the Water
Use and Development Plan.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I, I guess if the community plans are something that we see
lasting for a certain amount of years, similarly with the Water Use and Development Plan, I'm
just concerned about the integrity, because now, as you've brought up, say it's a zoning change,
yeah, the, their community plan says hey, you know, no, no large changes until the plan goes
for five years or whatever. Now we give the development community the ability to, to make
these changes even within our Water Use and Development Plan. That's my concern, the
integrity of now, for whatever reason, you know, just shortcutting something. That's, that's my
concern.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And those are valid concerns, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And, and I, I wish I had the immediate answer that guarantee nothing can
happen, that we can prevent any of this from happening. I think this Council and, and both the
GPAC as well as this Water Use and Development Plan is just steps in that or, or policies that
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will make it much more difficult to slide around or to skip what you're supposed to be doing,
what is right for the community I believe truly what we're doing here is to do that and that
first and foremost. Will I guarantee anything? I'm not a prognosticator, I'm sorry, I cannot -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No. Well -CHAIR VICTORINO: --and I wish I could but.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --well, yeah, for, for, for me I think it's important. And I -CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --I, I, I'd just like to ask Jeffrey about having this as a way in which a
plan that goes for five years now can be shortcutted [sic] for whatever reasons. So you see
what these unusual or not unusual, these circumstances could be. What are some of concrete
reasons why things like this could occur?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Eng?
MR. ENG: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Nishiki, by the term "shortcutted" [sic], what do you mean
by that if I may ask?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: They, they were talking about...I'm asking you what are some of the
circumstances, that say within five years of this plan now that we're saying that it, there need to
be a review, what are the circumstances that inside five years something could be changed?
MR. ENG: Well, most likely I don't expect the plans needing to be changed within five years. A lot
of the demand projections were based on different scenarios of growth, from a moderate
growth to more accelerated growth to slower growth. So there is some ranges in which our, our
plans can accommodate. But obviously, you know, things can happen in a five-year period of
time. You know, there could be some significant land use changes. You know, the economy
can impact our growth demands and projections. And if you believe that we should tweak our
plans based on any type of change like that over a short period of time, then we can do so.
Again these are more long-term planning, so I don't really envision us to be tweaking it
significantly in a five-year period of time. But again if something significantly changes, and
most of it will be economy related, I think, then we can revisit the plans.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And if this were not added, then what would ultimately be what we
would follow or you would follow?
MR. ENG: You know, I don't have a problem updating and reviewing our plans every five years. I
think that's a good idea in fact.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. Any other discussion? Yes, Mr. Kushi. I'm sorry, go ahead.
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chair, to, to conclude this hopefully.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Sure.
MR. KUSHI: On Section .040, Update of the plan, I was just looking at it again.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. KUSHI: If I would, I would submit that we use this language -CHAIR VICTORINO: Go ahead.
MR. KUSHI: --to state: "Update of the plan. Within five years from the date of any approved update
of the plan, the Department shall prepare a proposed update to the plan, pursuant to section..."
so and so.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Can...okay. Go ahead. Try that again? 'Cause I think some, I saw some eyes
roll back so, and including mine Sorry, go ahead.
MR. KUSHI: Okay. "Within five years from the date of any approved update of the plan, the
Department shall prepare a proposed update to the plan".
CHAIR VICTORINO: And everything would continue from that point on?
MR. KUSHI: Right. Right. The intent being that first you have a Council-approved update. Then
within five years of that update the Department shall prepare a proposed update to that
update -CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. KUSHI: --if this is what I'm thinking this body wants.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And I think that's what I think we're coming to. Isn't that correct, ladies and
gentlemen? Is that what we're trying to do? Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: I'm just wondering, Corporation, "an update to the
plan" then?
MR. KUSHI: Right. "The Department shall prepare a proposed update to the plan."
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Any more questions for the Department?
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. I just have one.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Just one comment before we move on. You know, some of us have
been attending the Water Use and Development Plans for different areas, Maui County. And
right now we're looking at source development. So as we go through the plan that is being
proposed, you know, and there's a change of that source development, then it would trigger the
Department to do that revision, the way I see it. And right now I'm looking at the Central Maui
Water Use Development Plan. We do have that five plans that will provide resources to this
County for Central Maui, and if anything does change, then it would trigger an update. Thank
you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And I think, you know, with that comment I still would be comfortable with
that aspect because if there is a major change, then we should have an update at that point in
time and not wait five years and then try to figure out what's going on. So unless there's some
real opposition to that, I, I, I have no problem with that. I think that's actually an excellent
point. Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Mr. Eng, you have any comments you wanted to add to
that?
MR. ENG: No, I don't. Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. So are we comfortable with that proposed verbiage for this, this
particular Section 14.02.040? And what I will do is I will have that put in writing. Kim, if you
could print that up and then I will pass it out to everybody so you can incorporate it. Okay. So
if I may, can we move along down further into Section 2, which was another one that we had
major changes, 14.02.040, No. 2. And No. 2 what we did was eliminated: within 90 days of
the receipt of the update, the board shall hold at least one or more public hearings on the
proposed update affected district. Okay. Now we were very specific on that one, "district".
The changes that I proposed was to take out: within ninety days of receipt of the update, and
put: "The Board shall hold one or more hearings on the proposed update affecting the district,
and"--and then I got to go down--"shall transmit the proposed update with its findings and
recommendation to the Council within 180 days of the receipt of the update." Because one of
the things we saw that was brought to my attention, the second part of this, within ninety days
of the up...of—oh wait, excuse me. Within ninety days--going back to the middle of the
page--within ninety days from the date of the last public hearing, the board then shall... So if
the Board decided to have five public hearings in one district--which I don't see would, would
happen, but let's say it did--it would take, and if they had it spaced out every month, once a
month, it would be another five months plus another 90 days, it'd be close to over a year or
close to a year before we receive any recommendation. Again I'm trying to get specific
because each district, and I was specific in this one, in the district we should be able to get back
the recommendations within six months. Again all too often we drag things out and that's why
I'm trying to be kind of time sensitive, be very specific so this Council and other councils get
the information back so they can start their task. So following your suggestion, Mr. Nishiki, I
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want information, I think we all want information back on a timely basis. So to remove the
90 days and give the Board of Water Supply meetings and hearings, public hearings and once
they finish their last public hearing, which if they, if for some strange reason was held two
years from today, then 90 days from there we would receive the update. You know, this really
specifically ties them to do it within the six-month period or the 180 days. So that was the
intent of this change to get very specific. Once they receive it, to have their public hearings and
to respond back to us within 180 days upon receipt of the update for that specific district, by the
way. Questions?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Mr. Chair?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, go ahead, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I, I, I don't want you to twist what I was trying to say.
CHAIR VICTORINO: No, no, no, I'm not, please.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. No. I just want to get it real clear.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Just because you used my name
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: For me, it was to identify specific circumstances when this can take
place. Right now it's carte blanche. Because none of you Members have brought out,
including the Water Director, the circumstances. And so it's like whatever drops from the
heavens, we can make any changes. And, and, and that's the integrity of our Water Use and
Development Plan. How good is it and how long is it? Now if you, you, you...at, at any time
the, the sky falls down from the heaven that you guys make these changes, then that's my
concern because you're not giving any name of the circumstance that this can be changed. And
if you don't have any problems, fine. I've got a problem because I want to know what these
circumstances are that these changes can be made. Because then it's an everyday occurrence,
gentlemen, on this Water Use and Development Plan. Hey, whatever time you decide you want
to change it, let's change it. And I don't know if that's what or how we see the plan as
being...working, as, as working. That's all.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And, and again I used your name because...and I don't mean to be
disrespectful.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.
CHAIR VICTORINO: I'm using your name because you bring up some valid points. And, and this
again I'm trying to be, like certain other Members, very specific in the timeframes, not
allowing things to go on and on and on. That's the first thing I've tried to, and yet keep it
flexible enough that we can find out the answers to various considerations. Yeah. So again
going back to this--and thank you, Mr. Nishiki--any questions in this specific area? Yes,
Mr. Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Yeah. Chair, I was looking at the original amendment
in Corporation Counsel's as compared to the proposed language which changes it from 90 to
180 days. If we're going to look at the specific districts and their updated plan, then I'm
thinking that 90 days is a good amount of time, I think, to at least hold a meeting on that
updated, proposed updated plan within the district. And we're not looking at trying to meet the
timeframe for every single district within, within this section. So it seems to me 90 days is a
good amount of time.
CHAIR VICTORINO: But I point your attention now to the second part of it, "Within ninety days of
the date of the last public hearing". So suppose now, and I'm going to give you this scenario,
let's say a district doesn't hold a public hearing until 12 months from the date they got it; or
they have one in 90 days, and then they have one in 90 days, and then they have one in 90 days.
If you can see where I'm trying to derive, 90 days is fine, but from the last hearing they got 90
days to get back to us. I'm trying to specifically say 180 days, you get it, you have your public
hearing and you get your recommendations back to this Council or to the Council as standing in
that point of time. That was the only change I'm trying to make, very specific timeframe.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: So it's 180 days following the, the public meeting?
CHAIR VICTORINO: No. No. No, no, no, no. If you read it "shall be", my, my proposal, shall be
trans..., "shall transmit the proposed update with its finding and recommendation to the
Council within 180 days of receipt of the update". When they receive it, they have 180 days to
get the public hearing or hearings that they would desire and get back to us with their
recommendations.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. So we're lumping it all in a six-month period
then?
CHAIR VICTORINO: That is correct, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. Let me, let me reread this again, Chair. I'll
pass for now.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you. Anyone else want to discuss the matter? Ms. Willenbrink,
did you get the updated language yet?
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MS. WILLENBRINK: Yes.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And you passed it out? Oh, sorry, yeah. . . .(chuckle). . . Okay. Okay. Any
more discussion on that particular change? Because I think from that point there was no other
major revisions, right, Mr. Kushi, as far as between your version and my version, or the original
version and the version that I, the amended version that I brought forward. Right?
MR. KUSHI: Not, not that I noticed, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. And I-MR. KUSHI: And if there was, we're satisfied with that.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, thank you. So, let us go back while you, while our Member is thinking
about that other section; and let's go back to that 14.02.040, Update of the Plan, A. And now it
would read . . .(end of tape, start 2B at 10:39 a. m.). . . Within five years from the date of any
approved update of the plan, the Department shall prepare and propose...prepare a proposed
update to the plan, and then the rest of the language would be continuously from that point
forward. Are we okay with that? Do I have consensus on that particular change?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Consensus? Okay, thank you. So then we go down to the next area that we
were discussing, it was the 180-days changes. Any more discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: No more discussion.
CHAIR VICTORINO: No more discussion. Do we have consensus on that change?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Consensus.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, I guess at this time, unless there's further
discussion, I want to first of all thank you very much; and I'm going to make my
recommendation if I may.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Recommendation?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Recommendation?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. If there's no further discussion, I will entertain a motion to pass on
first reading the proposed bill as revised (all the revisions we have done today) entitled "A
BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 14.02, MAUI COUNTY CODE,
RELATING TO THE WATER USE AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN", and the filing of this
County Communication No. 05-38.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Chairman, I move your recommendation.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Second.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. It's been moved by Vice-Chair Pontanilla, seconded by
Member Medeiros. Any more discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor, signify by saying
"aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR VICTORINO: All those opposed?

VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Kaho`ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros,
Molina, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Chair Victorino.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: FIRST READING of revised bill, and FILING of communication.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Let the record read seven "ayes", no "nays". Thank you very much,
Committee. That was a lot of work. At this time, I'd like to take a ten-minute break and we
will have Dr. Thomas come up and give his presentation. He has arrived; but we will take a
ten-minute break for your personal needs and we will resume at 10:50 in this Chamber. Thank
you. Meeting stands adjourned, I mean recessed! . . . (gavel) . . .

RECESS:

10:41 a.m.

RECONVENE: 10:57 a.m. . . . (end of tape, start 3A).. .
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ITEM NO. 16: DEVELOPMENT OF NEW SOURCES OF WATER (C.C. No. 05-319)
CHAIR VICTORINO: . . . (gavel) . . . The meeting of the Water Resources Committee for
September 15, 2009 will reconvene. Thank you for that break. At this time, I would like to
present, with a lot of honor, our esteemed guest--Dr. Donald Thomas--and Dr. Thomas, as I
stated earlier, comes from the University of Hawaii at Hilo. And he was very instrumental in
finding a billion-gallon source on the Big Island on the East end of the island; and they are
presently working on the West end of the island to develop other sources. And he feels Maui,
along Haleakala (along the flanks) may offer a very similar opportunity; but I will let that take
its own course. So at this time, Dr. Thomas, I'd like to present you a lei with some Aloha from
Maui and thank you for coming.
ALL: . . .(applause). . .
CHAIR VICTORINO: And, Members, if you do not mind, I will call for a very short, two-minute
recess to lower the screen so Dr. Thomas can give his PowerPoint. You all have on your desk
the presentation that Dr. Thomas will be going through. If you don't, let Kim know. If not,
this meeting is in recess, subject to the call of the Chair. . . . (gavel) .. .
RECESS:

10:59 a.m.

RECONVENE: 11:01 a.m.
CHAIR VICTORINO: . . . (gavel) . . . The meeting of the Water Resources Committee will
reconvene. At this time, I would like to call upon Dr. Thomas, who will be giving us an update
on WR-16, Development of New Sources of Water; and Dr. Thomas. Dr. Thomas, go ahead
and take over.

. . . BEGIN PRESENTATION...
MR. THOMAS: Mr. Chair and Members of the Committee...
CHAIR VICTORINO: Not...
Note: Microphone is off.

CHAIR VICTORINO: You may have to hold it, I think. Is it on?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I think it is. Just got to speak into it.
MR. THOMAS: Is this better?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Yes.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: There you go.
MR. THOMAS: Okay. Mr. Chair, Members of the Committee, thank you very much for the
opportunity to come and present this morning. And I really should begin with an apology. I've
been working on the project for quite some time and this is a very belated presentation. What I
will do is, is talk a little bit about the history of, of how this project came to be and where we
hope to go in the future to look at the groundwater resources here especially on Haleakala.
Now the, the history is that actually almost, more than 20 years ago now, we began a research
project on the island of Hawaii called the Hawaii Scientific Drilling Project. And it was a basic
research project funded by the National Science Foundation, and the intent of the project was to
look at the history, structure and evolution of Hawaiian volcanoes. We were basically just
trying to understand volcanism in Hawaii, and there was really, there was interest in looking at
the hydrology but it was certainly not the main priority interest of the program. As we
drilled...we drilled in a unique way and were able to sample the geology as we drilled into the
island. And what we found were very unexpected results having to do with the structures
within the island, and it turned out those structures had some, some very substantial impacts on
groundwater movement and storage. Now our location of, of drilling was down here right in
Hilo about 25 feet above sea level. And it, as it happens Hilo is actually located at the
intersection or very near the intersection of Mauna Kea volcano and Mauna Loa volcano. And
in fact Hilo, most of Hilo town itself is built on flows from Mauna Loa. But those flows have
banked up against Mauna Kea just by, through some geologic reference points. The, the
island's volcanoes have formed sequentially where Kohala is the oldest, Hualalai, Mauna Kea,
Mauna Loa and Kilauea. So each volcano grows on its, its sister, older sister volcano. And
what we did, in fact, was we drilled and collected core continuously from the surface down to
11,541 feet of...I think that stands as the deepest hole that's ever been drilled into an ocean
island, certainly the deepest that's ever been drilled in Hawaii. The core was, was documented
quite extensively, and it was analyzed for the chemistry of the rocks as well as the structural
information. We made some geophysical measurements on the borehole and collected some
water samples. Very briefly and simply, what we found in the drilling was that we drilled
through a thin carapace, a thin layer of Mauna Loa lava flows and encountered a soil, a series
of soil horizons that marked the surface, the older surface of Mauna Kea volcano and then into
Mauna Kea rocks. Now these rocks here are subaerial lava flows that were erupted and then
placed above sea level, and likewise with a thick sequence of rocks from Mauna Kea. What
has happened, though, is that the, the island itself has subsided. We were able to, to see that it
has subsided by about 3,000, almost 3,600 feet since the first lava flow, subaerial lava flow
came out onto the beach in the location of our borehole. And we continued drilling down and
what we encountered was a very thick sequence of material that had been welded back together,
and interspersed with this very broken material were...what we call pillow lavas. The pillow
lavas turned out to have open fractures and those appear...what we, what we discovered was
that those are water-bearing formations within the volcano. And the picture that we got is far
more complex than we expected. We encountered perhaps a half a dozen to a dozen separate
layers where freshwater was present. These layers were actually interspersed with zones of
rock that are saturated with seawater. This was not at all what we expected to find. It, it also
happened that the freshwater in many of these aquifers was artesian, and we have clear
evidence that there's freshwater extending down to 10,000 feet below sea level. The classic
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hydrology model for Hawaii, for ocean islands says that we have a single basal, freshwater lens
and only within the dike impoundment areas do, do we find groundwater at higher elevations
above that basal lens. This is kind of a cartoon of what we expected to see, and we
wouldn't...in this figure have been drilling down here very close to the shoreline. And the
conventional view of groundwater is that we have this basal lens of freshwater, we have in the
interior of the volcano dike compartments that will store water up at high elevations and a few
perched freshwater aquifers. And this was really one of our first surprises on the project. This
is a photograph taken at the drill, on the drill rig floor. This is a piece of the drill pipe. This is
water gushing out of the hole. There's not supposed to be or was not, when we started this
project, not supposed to be artesian water on the island of Hawaii. In fact, we had the well
flowing at a rate of about 2,000 gallons a minute of freshwater coming out completely
spontaneously of artesian flow from a freshwater system that we encountered at a depth of
about 1,000 feet below sea level. Our, our picture is a little bit complicated, a lot of verbiage,
but the short version of this is that we're, we're seeing rainfall entering the island at an
elevation of about 7,000 feet. It flows down and out towards the shoreline, but it intersected
those soil and ash layers, that I mentioned earlier, these soil and ash layers that, that form the
top of Mauna Kea volcano where it's been covered by Mauna Loa. That, those soil and ash
layers force that water downward and it actually acts as a dam, as an imperfect dam, but it,
what it does is it holds back some of that water that's, that's entering at high elevations. And as
it holds it back, that water exerts greater and greater hydrostatic pressure on the deeper water,
and ultimately what's happening is it's discharging as freshwater springs about 1,000 feet
below sea level. We've estimated the volume of this flow. The, the layer of freshwater that we
encountered at 900 feet below sea level was about 500-feet thick. It was an actively moving
system and we've estimated that it, it represents a billion gallons a day of freshwater moving
through that system and discharging well below sea level where we can't see it. This is another
cartoon, but this is, is what, how I envision this system operating. We drilled through the
Mauna Loa basal lens, the freshwater lens. We have a feature there in Hilo Bay called Ice
Pond, a very large freshwater outflow. And that represents water from Mauna Loa. As we
went deeper, we encountered saltwater and then these soil and ash layers, and below those then
we find this Mauna Kea water that we...from just pure chance...another researcher had done
some surveys down the submarine slope of, of Mauna Kea and in fact saw this freshwater
outflow 1,000 feet below sea level. And as I say, we've estimated about a billion gallons a day.
As we continued drilling deeper we hit additional confining layers similar to the, the soil layers
were acting in a similar way to those soil layers that tend to block discharge of freshwater from
the island. This is another cartoon. Essentially we ran into these layers. These are the pillow
lavas that were fractured and have freshwater in them. But this material, that actually the bulk
of the, the deeper volcano is made of, are acting almost like an inverted bowl. And as I say, as
we drilled in, we got down below 10,000 feet. We had a single string of casing back to the
surface and the well was flowing freshwater. There's no way that freshwater could have gotten
there in any other way than from the interior of Mauna Kea. So what that tells us in, in a very
brief terms is there's probably ten times more water trapped within Mauna Kea than any of us
had expected. It, it is, has these naturally formed damming formations that hold back the, the
rainfall that's, that's coming into the system. And in fact we found them where a conventional
water well driller would not drill. We, we drilled near the shoreline. The rule of, of drilling in
Hawaii is no, you don't want to drill near the shoreline because the basal lens is very thin there.
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Every water well driller that I know of as soon as they start to see salinity in that groundwater
they stop drilling, because their assumption is that it's only sea water below. And it also
suggested that in order to get the water down in these deeper regions, that water is stacked up
higher in the saddles between the volcanoes. And we actually followed up on that. There was
interest in determining whether we did in fact find groundwater at high elevations within the
saddle. And we conducted a series of, of geophysical surveys--they're referred to as
audio-magnetotelluric surveys and magnetotelluric surveys--that essentially lay out antennas
that pick up radio waves, effectively radio waves that are generated by electrical currents,
natural electrical currents that run through the ground, through the earth. I'm not going to go
into a huge amount of detail on that, but in that survey we started down here on the eastern
flank of Mauna Kea at a, a water well where the elevation of the water table was around 1,000
feet above sea level, but it gave us a good ground truth for our geophysics. And we carried that
survey all the way over to the Mauna Loa Highway on the West side. And the results, they're a
little bit difficult to interpret here. What we have is the color shading in here represents a
certain resistance that these surveys were able to determine below each of our stations. The
kind of dark green here, this is where our known water table is here at about 1,000 feet above
sea level. And so what we did is we passed essentially through the center of the island, through
the center of the saddle looking for ground resistances that were similar to this and the
terminology is ohmmeters, 600 ohmmeters. And what we find is that there's two locations here
where that resistance extends up to over 1,000 and this is 1,000 meters above sea level. So
more than 3,000 feet above sea level we see indications of saturated rocks within the saddle.
Now this project was, was preparatory, the geophysical surveys were preparatory to actually
going in and, and drilling a test hole. And we are hoping to begin drilling at some point next
year to do a test hole over here and actually confirm the presence of that elevation of the water
table. And again, what this does is if, if we had gone through and seen rocks that look like this,
a very highly resistive set of rocks all the way across the saddle, then that would have
weakened the results that we found in Hilo, saying that well no, you know, this is not consistent
with what we see in Hilo. But finding water at this elevation says okay, this is more likely to be
the case that we do have these storage features within the volcanoes that can retain substantial
amounts of water.
So what are the implications for Maui? Apparently there are features within these volcanoes
that can store water. They may be artesian systems, but there's another huge caveat or set of
huge of caveats here. Haleakala is much older than Mauna Kea. Haleakala, we've, we've
estimated that Mauna Kea has subsided by about 3,600 feet. Haleakala may have subsided by
twice that amount. It may have subsided by as much as 6,000 feet. There's more extensive
weathering in the surface, and the real big unknown in interpreting our results is simply that the
internal structure and stratigraphy within Haleakala is unknown. We don't know what features
are down there. And so what we're trying to do is find secondary evidence that would be
consistent with there being substantial volumes of stored water within Haleakala. And this is
sort of a, a, our most optimistic picture of a potential groundwater reservoir within Haleakala.
We have the dike complex within the center, of course, storing substantial amounts of water.
But if we have repeated soil and ash layers that have, have now been buried and simply are not
exposed at the surface, then freshwater can accumulate to progressively higher elevations within
the core of the volcano. And if we drill down here along the shoreline, it's conceivable that we
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could get into one of these systems where the hydrostatic head is sufficient that this water would
be artesian. And please don't misunderstand, I'm not saying that is what Haleakala looks like.
This would be, sort of from a hydrologic point of view, a best case situation, but we don't have
that data yet and we're working on putting that together. Now we've been compiling geologic
groundwater chemistry data for the island, the wells that have been drilled. I've reviewed many
more limited geophysical surveys that have been done around the island to look for evidence
that would be consistent with storage zones, with buried soil and ash zones. And again it's, it's,
it's a bit of a detective project because many of the data that we pulled together can have
multiple meanings. But the most important thing that we're, we're in process right now is that
we are currently planning to conduct a geophysical survey, similar to what was done on the
Humuula saddle on the Big Island, here on the island. Let's see. Well, let me...just back up
briefly. We have looked at some of the surveys that have been done in this area. A, a limited
geophysical survey was done here. There was evidence that the survey indicated elevations of
water several hundred feet above sea level. Unfortunately the demonstration of that has, has,
has not been borne out and one of the problems apparently is that there were interferences with
this survey. And, and with this limited a survey it was very difficult for them to, to come up
with any kind of a more robust interpretation of the data. And what we're proposing to do is
actually do a series of much more extensive surveys--or what we're planning to do, I should
say--looking at the western flank of, of Haleakala, looking over here to run a, a series of
measurements down this slope. And again as you all know, I'm sure, is that the rainfall as we
move in this direction declines substantially. You know, our, our best hope right now is, is,
within this survey area and extending over in this direction, that we can track the top of the
water table very briefly in terms of the geophysical surveys that we'll do. We can look at the
differences in resistance of the rocks, because unsaturated dry rocks are highly resistive, they
have very high resistance. Freshwater saturated rocks have resistances in the 600 ohmmeter
range, and seawater saturated rocks will have resistances down in the few ohmmeters. So our
hope is that we'll be able to probe with the technique--we're using the audio-magnetotelluric
technique--we can see down about 3,500 feet. So what we're going to be looking for is both the
top of the conductive fresh groundwater layer and also look for the interface between the fresh
and saline, the much more conductive saline-saturated rocks and see if we can actually give you
a map of the depth of the water table as we make these transects across here and here. And
we're also going to, going to try to do a survey out in this area as well. I, I spoke of the
antennas. I wanted to just give you a real quick idea of what, what I'm talking about. This is
actually one of the antennas that we used. Okay, we're not going to be disturbing the ground.
Essentially these devices are laid out on the ground. We have a central station looking this like.
We don't have to dig holes. We don't have to, you know, put up any kind of structures
aboveground. The devices are, are really very non-invasive. And at this point, they're our best
opportunity to, to try to get a reasonable fix on both the top and the bottom of the, of the basal
lens and look for evidence that water is being retained within Haleakala. This is just a quick
image that we generated during that and this is what we would hope to generate during your
survey, some kind of a two-dimensional map with depth of the less-resistive areas. Okay, this
blue is the less resistive and then actually goes down to a few tens of ohmmeters and the more
resistive features. So this is the kind of thing that we'll try to, or that we will produce from
these surveys. And again if we find evidence of elevated groundwater, then that would give us
some guidance in selecting an area to do a test hole if that was desired by the County. Okay.
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Our, our plan then is to complete the audio-magnetotelluric surveys and also to complete the
isotopic and, and age-dating analyses of the groundwaters that's currently underway. Okay.
And I think that was all I had, so I'd be happy to answer any questions.
CHAIR VICTORINO: At this time, what we would do, Dr. Thomas -MR. THOMAS: Thank you.
. . . END OF PRESENTATION . . .

CHAIR VICTORINO: --we will take a quick recess; raise the screen; have you come back up front,
where the Members can address you and ask their specific questions. So the meeting of the
Water Resources Committee is in recess, subject to the call of the Chair. . . . (gavel) .. .

RECESS:

11:21 a.m.

RECONVENE: 11:23 a.m.
CHAIR VICTORINO: . . . (gavel) . . . The meeting of the Water Resources Committee will
reconvene. First of all, before I take questions from the Committee, I'd like to extend my and
the Committee's sincere mahalo for your work so far, and we are sorry that...and partly I've
been so busy not to get to you sooner. But I think you brought up some interesting, interesting
dynamics, and hopefully this may be some of the answers we've been long looking for. And,
but at this time, Dr. Thomas, I will open the floor to questions.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Committee Members, I'll start out with Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. And, Dr. Thomas, thank you for coming
over from the Big Island--you live on the Big Island? -MR. THOMAS: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --and for sharing all this information of your work. I just wanted
to know your doctorate discipline is in hydrology, geology or both?
MR. THOMAS: My doctorate is actually in chemistry.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. THOMAS: My, most of my career has been involved in looking at groundwater resources, fluid
resources on the island of Hawaii.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that. I have several questions, but I'll ask a
few so other Members will have. For me one of the most important things I want to ask is what
kind of challenges has your work been faced with on the Big Island as it encounters, you know,
native Hawaiians, environmentalists and cultural practitioners?
MR. THOMAS: In terms of the, of the deep drilling there really was no, no objections. We actually
met with the local communities, with the Hawaiian communities before the project even began,
and essentially they, they made their concerns known, and they really were more in, more
related to use of a particular site and the resources on the site than really anything having to do
with the, the basic research or with the water resources.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And the kind of work you're doing now as far as the
drilling and the...trying to discover what's under the depths of our surface, does it require that
work to receive any kind of permits, any EAs, EIS, SMAs?
MR. THOMAS: Oh yeah, absolutely. We, we did an environmental assessment for our deep drilling
project. We did...actually, I believe we had about 13 or 14 separate permits that we were
required to, to acquire. Again as, as a State agency we are required to, to conduct an EA on a
project like this. But we, we did the environmental assessment and a finding of no significant
impact. We had a drilling permit that we had to get. We had SMA permit, an air permit, and
basically, let's see, the noise permit. There were, there was a whole sequence of permits that
we were required to, to do.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Well, thank you for that information. And finally, so that other
Members will have a chance, I, I'm, I'm curious because I, I didn't hear anything in your
presentation about impacts. And I don't know if there are impacts that you report about. But
my focus on impacts would be how does it affect any of our ecological systems, both streams
and the ocean, and how does it affect down-slope, downstream areas?
MR. THOMAS: In our case in terms of the environmental impacts, that was really one of the, the first
issues that we addressed in selecting a drill site. We a selected a drill site that had been heavily
disturbed already; it was in an industrial area. . . .(coughs). . . Excuse me. We actually went
into an area that was an abandoned quarry and had been used for some years as a dump and
cleaned it up, and essentially conducted the, the vast majority of our work within that area. So
we made a very conscious decision not to go into a pristine area and try to, to do the project
there but to find an area that had been already impacted that had minimum environmental
values already there, and so essentially it made an effort to avoid adverse impacts to the extent
that we could.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And just a question that's connected. Because in your
presentation you, you showed this different areas of water under the ground and some of it you,
you described as reservoirs underground. And an estimate that you gave was possibly a billion
gallons per day.
MR. THOMAS: Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Now how long did mother nature take to develop those? Because
these are all virgin sources that have never been tapped before. Is that correct?
MR. THOMAS: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So...
MR. THOMAS: The, the deeper ones, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So with that, how long did nature take to build up these reservoirs
and if we tap into it, how long would it take to recharge it?
MR. THOMAS: Actually the, the system that, that we encountered...it is really not a reservoir in the
sense of, of being a container of water. And really I, I would, would liken it more to a river of
water that is basically underground. . . . (end of tape, start 3B at 11:30 a.m.). . . We were able
to extract carbon dioxide from it and determine its age. And what we found was that the water
fell as rainfall at an elevation of 7,000 feet on Mauna Kea, and it took about 2,000 years to get
to where we pull that water out of the ground. That water doesn't stop there. It continues
further out to the edge of the island and then is discharged as very deep submarine springs.
One of, of the other students at the University or a student at the University of Hawaii had done
a sequence of surveys in the University's deep submersible down the Mauna Kea slope back in
the 1970s. And when I went back and looked at his, his dissertation, he made mention of, of
seeing salinity and temperature anomalies that he attributed to freshwater discharge down at
that depth. He was an oceanographer and didn't really realize how significant that finding was.
But it, it allowed me to kind of close the loop and say okay this where this water starts out, it's
passing below Hilo and then discharging down here 1,000 feet below sea level.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Dr. Thomas. I appreciate all that information. So the
water you talked about is almost like a flowing river -MR. THOMAS: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --underground?
MR. THOMAS: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you so much and I'll yield to my colleagues.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Other Voting Members have questions? Yes, Mr. Molina?
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Good morning, Dr. Thomas.
MR. THOMAS: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. How does...now as it relates to Maui, what do we, what
do you think we may have in comparison to what is on the Big Island?
MR. THOMAS: Well the, the way that I, I've tried to characterize what we found on the Big
Island... and many people have asked me, you know, how, how can we apply this to the other
islands. And really the, the, the message that I try to convey is that before we started the
drilling project we had a very clear idea of what the hydrology looked like inside of, of the Big
Island. And if, if I had pulled together a dozen people working in groundwater resources,
hydrology and geology on Hawaii, they all would have pointed to the, to that first cartoon that I
showed in my presentation...that this is, this is what it looks like, this is where the groundwater
is located. What our project did was it said no, that model is, is too simplified, it doesn't take
into account these other features that are buried within Mauna Kea. And so really what, what
our results, they don't say that I'm going to be able to, to find an identical system here on
Haleakala. What it, what the results say is that what we thought we understood about the
groundwater hydrology is not complete, and it opens up the possibility that we have similar
buried structures within Haleakala that could act the same way as what we found in
Mauna Kea. We know that Haleakala is quite a few million years older than Mauna Kea, and
over its, its evolutionary life a great variety of things have happened geologically and
volcanically within Haleakala that have the potential to, to put out these storage-type
formations. You know, if, if we have explosive ash eruptions or something like that that have
covered a significant piece of the flank of Haleakala, then those potentially can store this water.
And so really the, the crux of my effort right now is to go and see if I can find other evidence
that would substantiate the storage of that water within the island or within Haleakala in
particular.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Have you, at this point, had any preliminary potential sites if
drilling is to be considered in the future in the Haleakala region?
MR. THOMAS: I, I would not say that, that I have, have, you know, identified any sites. I've, I've
focused my research on the areas flanking say the, the Haiku-Paia area, and that's partly to do
with the rainfall within the area. We can't store water if there's no rainfall, and in the leeward
sections with the low rainfall, it, it makes the likelihood of finding a substantial amount of
water stored there less, less likely. And so I want to look in areas where there is a reasonable
recharge, and the rift zone that, within that Haiku-Paia area is the, what's called the Haleakala
northwest rift zone, there may be structures within that rift zone that could also act to store that
water. You know, I...as I sort of worked with the Water Department, I also was, was getting
guidance from them on, on, you know, sort of how far away is it practical to try to integrate a
water source into Maui's existing water supply. So I didn't want, did not want to stray too far
over to the east where in the Nahiku area, where clearly there's some interesting geology over
there, but the cost of bringing that water in may be prohibitive. And so I'm trying to sort of
balance in, in looking at areas, both the, the geology, the, the rainfall recharge and simply the
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practicality of, of if there's a water source there, can, can it be used? It's not going to do the
County much good if I find, you know, a water source that is, is simply not feasible to bring
into the, to the grid.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Well, thank you, Dr. Thomas, for your presentation and
certainly the information you've given us is...been quite intriguing, to say the least.
MR. THOMAS: Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Member Baisa, followed by Member Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. And thank you so much, Dr. Thomas, for
being here today. You know, it's just wonderful to think that there might be a solution to all of
our Upcountry water problems, actually water problems all over the island but more so where
Upcountry is, you know, where it's concentrated. Just a quick question. I was looking at the
agreement that the County signed with you and are we sticking to this timetable?
MR. THOMAS: That, I will need some additional time. This, this work on Mauna Kea turned out to
be a much bigger project than I had anticipated. And, you know, I, I confess that I, I have fallen
just far behind my anticipated time schedule. And so that's something that I, I do need to work
out with the Water Department 'cause it's, it's unlikely that I'm going to be able to complete
this work by the beginning of next year. It's just not physically possible.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, I was intrigued to see it was signed on Christmas Eve.
. . .(chuckle). . . What a nice Christmas gift this would be if we had a discovery by Christmas
sometime. Anyway, thank you very much.
MR. THOMAS: Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Hopefully we can, maybe there is a Santa Claus out
there. Mr. Nishiki, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Intriguing but practical, Mr. Thomas. What, if any, do you
have any kind of...have you actually stuck a well down in the Hilo area that you say you've so
far tested for?
MR. THOMAS: Well, we...in our drilling, yes. I mean we -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. THOMAS: --we did encounter that water.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And then you said it's a river and then you, then you probably
speculated about a billion gallons. My question is until you actually do any kind of pumping
you will not really know what those pumping tests will reveal? True?
MR. THOMAS: To an extent. But as I mentioned in the presentation, when we were actually drilling
the well prior to installing a, a string of casing, we encountered that artesian zone, and the well
itself spontaneously produced something over 2,000 gallons a minute without pumping.
Essentially it was, it was basically gushing out of the ground. I estimated it was, it was about
3 million gallons a day that was flowing out of that single well on its own. And the, the
estimate of the billion gallons a day is based on the calculated velocity of the water. We were
able to look at the, the isotopic composition of the water, which changes as a function of
elevation of the rainfall. So we were able to determine approximately the elevation at which
the, the rainfall fell that we were sampling and make an estimate of the distance that it had to
traverse in that 2,000 years that it had been in the hydrologic system. The system was about
500 feet thick and a minimum of two kilometers wide. And so we used those numbers to
estimate then what the volume of water would be flowing through that system.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. So, so the, the figures you gave me of 3 million gallons per
day -MR. THOMAS: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --that pumping has been going on for how many months
consistently? Day after day after day...after day after day after day after day?
MR. THOMAS: Okay. And, again, just to correct a possible misunderstanding.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. THOMAS: It was, there was no pumping involved.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. THOMAS: It was spontaneous flow. And we, we did the, the project in a, in a series of
increments and we had the well flowing for about two years. We just allowed that, that
freshwater to flow out of the hole for about two years just to see how that would affect the, the
water quality and the, and the flow rate. And the flow rate remained, as near as we could tell,
constant and the water, characteristics of the water being produced were quite stable, very low
salinity, between five and ten parts per million chloride which is, is about as good of
groundwater as you're going to find anywhere.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right. And, and so you were not able to or is, is that 3 million
gallons per a day a measurement that you have justified despite that there was really no
pumping done?
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MR. THOMAS: I'm not sure I understand your question. --(inaudible due to interruption)-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Because you said it was just coming out.
MR. THOMAS: Exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So you said it was coming out. So at what rate was that coming out
at?
MR. THOMAS: Again, at about 2,000 gallons per minute.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Two thousand, two thousand gallons per minute?
MR. THOMAS: Right. And that translates to about 3 million gallons a day roughly over a 24-hour
period.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And, and so what, if any, has yet to be justified? What kinds
of questions remain for this specific area?
MR. THOMAS: Well, within our, our borehole itself...oh, there's a number of studies that, that I'm
interested in doing down at depth-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
MR. THOMAS: --well below this shallow, shallow production zone. As I said, we, we encountered
the first artesian zone at about 1,000 feet below sea level. But we also encountered freshwater
down between 6,000 and 10,000 feet, and essentially getting samples and looking at recovery
rates of those deep freshwater aquifers is something that, that I'm, I'm still hoping to do. But I
don't think that will affect what our conclusions were with respect to the, the shallow
freshwater system within at, at that 1,000-foot or 900-foot depth.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Is this, is this probably the same kind of, probably not, that
maybe the, the Japanese may be doing off the Big Island and selling this water because it's got
so much nutrients? Is that the similar -MR. THOMAS: Not-COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --kind of water that you think is coming out?
MR. THOMAS: No.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
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MR. THOMAS: The water that, that is being sold is, is water being drawn from the ocean at a depth of
about 3,000 feet, and then that is, is processed through a conventional reverse osmosis system
at the natural energy lab. And that's the water that actually is being exported to Japan.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. And, and, and more importantly, Gladys talked about the time
and now you're, you're, you're, you're way back on this $200,000 contract. Most important I
would think is the fact that you work with our Water Department, because when I saw you
going farther east and away from the south, that's common sense for us, I think, that live here.
We know that around Kihei and whatever, you don't get that much rainfall and going that way,
so that's pretty common sense, but we don't know because it's technology. And so you're
going to use your little machine thing that you had shown in that slide. I would hope that if
you're going east, you also look at...and I don't know what any type of legal concerns you may
run into because of lawsuits or whatever that have been filed and some of the cases that are still
ongoing, so that you contact. . . (inaudible). . .we'll work with our Water Director-MR. THOMAS: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Because if you're going east, I would hope that you will also...or
maybe you're not going to look at this, but they will have to look at the cost of, you know,
trans..., moving that water, you know, back into Central Maui.
MR. THOMAS: Certainly.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And so the tests that you are going to be doing is going to be again
low level? Because you were talking about moving Pukalani or that area there. So, so the
preliminary tests before we even bore a hole will be where? You don't know yet? That's yet to
be identified?
MR. THOMAS: Well, certainly any, any selection of a, of a drill site will have to look at both the, the
data that I'm going to be collecting over the next several months to, number one, determine
whether there is any reasonably convincing evidence that, that we do have an elevated
groundwater table, we have an unusually thick groundwater lens within accessible depths.
That, that really is going to be the, the first question that I have to answer. The second question
of course is going to be, you know, whether the, the Water Department would, if a resource
were found, be able to integrate that into the, into the existing system. Now they...what the,
the philosophy that, that I've tried to pursue and, and have always tried to pursue in doing a
project like this is that you do the least expensive exercise first. The, the data gathering, the,
the water sampling is relatively inexpensive. The geophysics is, is incrementally more
expensive, but the drilling, even drilling a small diameter test hole is going to be substantially
more expensive than the cost of the geophysics.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Okay. And, and I only ask that question, Mr. Chairman,
because we know of landowners and developers that have dealt, drilled in this area. So my
question would be if they're, if they're not going deep enough, as, as you've stated, that may be
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where, bingo, you're going to hit something. But we've got already owners that have drilled in
that, this area -MR. THOMAS: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --that you're talking about. So hopefully it's going to be a different
technology and a different whatever than what Jeff already knows. So hopefully you will keep
in contact with Jeff -MR. THOMAS: Oh, absolutely. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --so that it's something that's going to be again unusual.
MR. THOMAS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Nishiki. And, and to, to continue along your same lines and
before I recognize anyone else. I think Dr. Thomas has presented a different scenario both for
hydrology as we understand it to be, which could have an affect on the West Maui Mountains.
Now we even...we're not even talking about West Maui at this point in time. We're talking the
eastern flanks of Haleakala. However, if we find what potential...like we found on the Big
Island and they now have gone to Hualalai on the West side of Hawaii which may one day
bring us to the West side of Maui to find similar situations, we're talking rivers of water
flowing below, artesian waterways flowing below what we've ever imagined. And I remember
as a kid, because I was born and raised in Hilo, swimming in Ice Pond and going down to the
bottom and getting all that cold freshwater. And, and, you know, we used to laugh about it,
nothing, we were kids, we didn't think twice about it. But also Kapoho and other areas of the
Big Island, Kalapana, which now much of it has been destroyed by the late, late flows. Brown,
Henry [sic] Brown Beach, we used to have artesian wells, you go dive under and you'd have
freshwater. So the hydrology is very similar when you go out to East end of Maui when you
dive, right, Mr. Medeiros, and you find artesian wells when you dive deep depths. So the
potential is there. I just think that at this point in time and, and just to conclude is that we need
him to get out there and do the studies, keep close contact with Mr. Eng, and I think it's all part
of the equation. And yes, we're not going to try to break any laws or, or environmental
agreements that we have out there; however, this gives us great opportunities and let's not limit
ourselves. Let us, let him do his job and let's see what we come up with. I think that's what I
wanted to thank him and I think that was the update to really give every Member here and the
general public some hope in the very near future that if we found it on the Big Island, he feels
very strongly something like that--maybe not a billion gallons, maybe not even half a billion
gallons. But if we were to find 100 million gallons, if I do my math real quick I think that
would take care of Upcountry for quite an extended period of time. And as I stated at the
meeting Upcountry--right, Ms. Baisa, they asked me what is the most reliable source--reliable
source is groundwater. Surface water is always unreliable, dependent on rainfall. Very simple.
And if that's what we working for the Upcountry people, let's find a reliable sources so we
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don't have to see Mr. DePonte or anybody in the future in front of us. And that would be my
biggest dream and my biggest...for this Council and this County to have that happen. Anyhow,
any other questions specifically for Dr. Thomas 'cause we're running out of time, but I will
entertain a couple more questions.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, just-CHAIR VICTORINO: Vice-Chair Pontanilla. Sorry.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. This is really fast.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: You know, we were talking about Water Use and Development Plan
earlier, and I, I do know that for the Upcountry they're looking into some of the areas that you
had flagged out. So I, I think you're heading towards the right direction. It's a matter of trying
to tell us how many gallons of water that we do have beneath surface. So again thank you for
your work here on Maui.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Any other questions for Dr. Thomas?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, just-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, real quickly, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: I'll entertain one more question. How's that?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Thomas, is the EA information and
other information of your work on a particular website? How can we access that for
references?
MR. THOMAS: Let's see, we, we did not post the, the EA and, and finding of no significant impact on
the, the deep borehole on the web. This is quite some years ago that, that we actually started
that project. But I'd be happy to make a, a copy of it available to the, to the County. And one,
one caveat, though, if and/or when we get to the point that, that there may be drilling here on
Maui, it would be much, much smaller in scale than the drilling that we did on the Big Island.
That borehole, essentially the depth of...that our projected depth of the hole governed the size
of the drilling equipment, and we had quite large equipment to do this, do that project. But
with that caveat certainly I'd be more than happy to provide you with a copy of that.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Doctor. Mr. Chairman, so under your direction could
we get a copy from Dr. Thomas -CHAIR VICTORINO: We will have the -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --so we can use it as a reference?
CHAIR VICTORINO: --Legislative Analyst...yeah, Kim, will you address the letter -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --requesting that so that we'd have that available for all the Members.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. And just a follow-up. You know as, as you explored this
different sources underground did you find, are they independent of each other? Are they
connected? And the reason I ask that is if one part of that area of water source is being used,
does it affect other areas?
MR. THOMAS: Right. The artesian system that we found was not...it really was a separate, entirely
separate system from the basal water aquifer, from that Mauna Loa aquifer. The, essentially
the, the water within that Mauna Loa aquifer was, was falling on the upper slopes of, of Mauna
Loa-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. THOMAS: --and the water that we were seeing was actually from Mauna Kea. And it, it,
something that's relevant in that context is that the...because that water was artesian there,
there was some flow, actually it was pressurized relative to that zone above it.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. Right. Okay. Thank you, Dr. Thomas. I appreciate you
sharing with us all that information and your work. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. And, and, thank you again, Dr. Thomas -MR. THOMAS: My pleasure.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --on behalf of this Committee for your update. And we will schedule one
hopefully by next year at this time because, hopefully, we'll have some good news or at least
some news on what's, what's going on. And again on behalf of this Committee, I'd like to
thank you for taking your time for coming. If there's no other announcements, the meeting of
the Water Resource Committee for--yes, Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair, your recommendation for the item?
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Oh, I'm sorry. I'm sorry. My recommendation. Thank you for reminding me.
I'm so excited I forgot my protocol. I'd like to defer this matter if there is no objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (excused: GB).
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you very much. This meeting of the Water Resources Committee of
September 15, 2009 is now adjourned. . . . (gavel) .. .

ADJOURN: 11:55 a.m.
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